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Severe Reactions to the Vaccine 

The VAERS database contains records of adverse reactions following administration of the Covid 19 

vaccinations.  

A significant number of adverse reactions have been reported – for example – 

• Deaths 

• Disabling 

• Hospitalisations 

Curiously though, the majority of people taking the vaccines do not experience any significant adverse 

reactions..  

Why do some people experience very severe reactions, whilst the majority experience hardly any reaction at all? 

 

A Hypothesis 

An explanation was suggested that perhaps the vaccine batches are not all equal – that there may be significant 

variation in toxicity between different batches.  

 

Testing the Hypothesis 

In order to test this explanation, I downloaded the VAERS database in its entirety, and opened it in Microsoft 

Excel – and created a pivot table. I counted – 

• the total number of adverse reactions for each separate batch number.  

• the number of adverse reactions in each State for each separate batch number 

 

I wanted to see if any batches stood out as more toxic than others.  

 

The Results 

The total number of adverse reactions recorded in VAERS is 456,922. 

The total number of vaccine batches recorded in VAERS is 28,330. 

 

1. Number of harmless batches 

95% of the batches (27004 of the batches) each produced 10 or fewer adverse reactions. So you could literally 

count the adverse reactions for each batch on your 2 hands. So 95% of the batches were relatively harmless.  

In fact 68% of all batches only produced a single adverse reaction for each batch – so you could actually count 

the number of adverse reactions for each batch on 1 finger.  

95% of all of the batches were responsible for just 10% of the adverse reaction reports (46,386 out of 456,922). 

[See Appendix A for more details.] 

 



2. Number of toxic batches 

In stark contrast, the toxic batches have up to 5000 times the level of toxicity, and produce up to 5000 times the 

number of adverse reaction reports.  

[These toxic batches are listed below in Appendix B - with the batch number in column 1 and the number of 

adverse reaction reports in column 2.] 

The 184 most toxic batches (a mere 0.65% of the total number of batches) produced 1000 to 5000 adverse 

reaction reports each – which means that they are about 1000-5000 times more toxic than the harmless 

batches.  

These 184 batches are responsible for 70% of all the adverse reaction reports, and 70% of all the recorded 

deaths in the VAERS database.  

These 184 batches cause adverse effects, deaths and disabilities in every single state across the whole of the 

US – where ever they are deployed. They consistently cause injury - leaving a heavy trail of death and disability 

in their wake.  

There is a 1 in 200 chance that your shot will come from one of these toxic batches - because these toxic 

batches comprise 0.65% of all the batches deployed.  

 

Video 

I have created a video showing all this. In the video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fCh4sgwi6g) these 

toxic batches are visible as a line of high numbers stretching horizontally across the screen (this is because they 

produce many adverse reactions in every state) . [See Fig. 1] 

 

Conclusion 

The hypothesis is found to be true, that –  

• 95% of the vaccine batches are relatively harmless and account for only 10% of the adverse reaction 

reports, and 10% of deaths 

• 5% of the vaccine batches are more toxic and account for 90% of the adverse reaction reports, and 90% 

of the deaths following vaccination 

• 0.65% of the vaccine batches are 1000-5000 times more toxic and account for 70% of the adverse 

reaction reports and 70% of the deaths following vaccination. 

 

Discussion 

Cause of Adverse Reactions – Vaccine or Comorbidities? 

The fact that specific batches consistently produce adverse reactions across all States is strong evidence that 

these reactions are caused by the batches rather than by the individual health status of the recipients.  

The same batches that are associated with high numbers of deaths, are also associated with high numbers of 

disabilities in other people -  indicating that the batches are the causal agent of both. [See Fig. 2] 

 

 

Why are some batches 1000 times more toxic than other batches? 

The much higher toxicity of the worst batches indicates either that  

• Ingredients added : more dangerous ingredients may have been added to the batches,  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fCh4sgwi6g


or that  

• Concentration increased : the concentration of ingredients has been increased to above the lethal dose 

(perhaps Pharma is trying to establish the LD50 or therapeutic limits)  

or both. 

In contrast, the negligible or very low toxicity of the majority of the batches (68% produce only a single reaction 

report) may indicate that these batches are simply placebos, i.e. the control group, and may consist of just 

saline.  

The Govt should be made aware of this, since they are paying a high price for what amounts to a couple of ml of 

salt water. 

 

Is the Government causing harm intentionally? 

The Government has certainly failed to inform recipients of the high danger posed by 1 in 200 of the batches, so 

people are not being provided with the opportunity for informed consent.  

In addition to this, the Govt - 

• has not attempted to recall these toxic batches  

• engages in increased censorship via mainstream media and social media 

• applies increased coercion to be silent 

• applies increased coercion to take a vaccine, some batches of which are very toxic 

 

The Government may also be giving members of the public a false sense of security, since a large % (more than 

70%) appear to be inert, harmless placebos with no active ingredients.  



Fig 1 – Showing how a toxic batch stands out from the background of harmless batches. 

Far left column = Batch number 

Far right column = Total number of adverse reaction reports for that batch 

Columns in between = Number of adverse reactions in each state of the USA 

 

  



Fig 2. Those batches associated with high number of deaths in some people, are also associated with high 

number of disabilities in other people.  

What’s-more, the number of disabilities is directly proportional to the number of deaths. 

This is strong evidence that batches are the causal agent rather than comorbidities, old age or personal health 

issues of the vaccinated. 

 

 

 

  



Appendix A 

Analysis of batches that produce 10 or fewer adverse reaction reports 

The total number of batches of vaccine deployed in the USA is 28,330 

90% of all batches  produce 5 or fewer adverse reaction reports 

80% of all batches produce 2 or fewer adverse reaction reports 

70% of all batches produce only a single adverse reaction report 

 

In total 95% of the batches are relatively harmless – accounting for only 10% of the adverse reaction reports. 

 

 

 

 

68% of the batches (19286 of the batches) each produced only 1 adverse reaction report 

12.5% of the batches (3542 of the batches) each produced only 2 adverse reaction reports 

5.5% of the batches (1548 of the batches) each produced only 3 adverse reaction reports 

3% of the batches (826 of the batches) each produced only 4 adverse reaction reports 

2% of the batches (543 of the batches) each produced only 5 adverse reaction reports 

1.4% of the batches (396 of the batches) each produced only 6 adverse reaction reports 

1.2% of the batches (341 of the batches) each produced only 7 adverse reaction reports 

0.7% of the batches (210 of the batches) each produced only 8 adverse reaction reports 

0.6% of the batches (174 of the batches) each produced only 9 adverse reaction reports 

0.45% of the batches (128 of the batches) each produced only 10 adverse reaction reports 

 

. 

  



Appendix B 

The top 0.65% of batches - the most dangerous batches – these batches account for 70% of all adverse reaction 

reports, and 70% of all deaths following vaccination. 

Vaccine Batch Number Number of Adverse Reports 

039k20a 4981 

026L20A 4252 

011J20A 3804 

EK9231 3592 

ER2613 3346 

013L20A 3210 

025L20A 3177 

012L20A 3087 

EN6201 2889 

EN5318 2852 

029L20A 2798 

011L20A 2760 

EN6205 2731 

041L20A 2723 

er8732 2668 

ER8733 2668 

028L20A 2662 

EN6208 2657 

037K20A 2638 

030L20A 2622 

EL3247 2613 

EN6200 2563 

EP6955 2563 

Ek5730 2558 

043A21A 2535 

EL1284 2531 

EN6207 2531 

EL1283 2433 

042A21A 2431 

007M20A 2414 

EN6198 2392 

EL3246 2371 

EW0150 2370 

013M20A 2363 

EN6202 2363 

012M20A 2353 

042L20A 2343 

EW0151 2313 

EN6206 2307 

ER8729 2303 

ER8727 2250 

EN6199 2237 

ep7534 2206 

010m20a 2192 

EN6203 2189 

031L20A 2159 

EN6204 2139 



Eh9899 2131 

EL3249 2118 

Ep7533 2118 

ER8730 2113 

EL9262 2080 

ER8737 2079 

ER8734 2055 

EL8982 2039 

EL3248 2038 

EW0172 2012 

025J20-2A 1989 

ER8735 1987 

032L20A 1975 

027L20A 1925 

EL9261 1912 

EW0162 1911 

ew0153 1898 

024M20A 1867 

202A21A 1864 

EW0171 1793 

Ej1685 1783 

EW0164 1776 

030M20A 1775 

004M20A 1769 

Ew0158 1764 

016M20A 1762 

ER8731 1760 

044a21a 1737 

EW0173 1737 

027A21A 1718 

1805018 1717 

015M20A 1713 

201A21A 1710 

EW0179 1708 

1805022 1706 

EL0142 1698 

023M20A 1680 

205A21A 1677 

203A21a 1653 

EW0169 1650 

025J20A 1644 

011A21A 1641 

036A21A 1635 

018B21A 1631 

040A21A 1631 

031M20A 1630 

011M20A 1617 

010A21A 1604 

EW0161 1602 

EL3302 1592 

EJ1686 1580 

1805029 1575 

206A21A 1569 



ER8736 1560 

013a21a 1539 

EL9264 1534 

046a21a 1531 

EL9269 1527 

030A21A 1513 

014m20a 1503 

026a21a 1498 

EW0177 1491 

022M20A 1475 

EW0180 1455 

EW0176 1446 

FA6780 1438 

EW0170 1426 

ew0167 1420 

EW0185 1420 

EW0187 1403 

002A21A 1389 

012A21A 1384 

006b21a 1379 

EW0175 1377 

EW0196 1372 

031a21a 1369 

EW0181 1359 

038A21A 1355 

EW0186 1349 

ew0182 1344 

007b21a 1340 

ew0191 1334 

025A21A 1333 

041a21a 1324 

003B21A 1321 

1805031 1309 

EL0140 1308 

1808609 1305 

001A21A 1305 

207A21A 1298 

EW0178 1282 

EL9265 1281 

001B21A 1274 

017B21A 1262 

EW0168 1262 

EM9810 1257 

EM9809 1245 

FC3184 1245 

1808978 1244 

029A21A 1224 

EW0217 1216 

045A21A 1212 

EL9267 1209 

EL9266 1207 

EW0183 1207 

047A21A 1204 



028A21A 1200 

EW0198 1193 

016B21A 1173 

1805020 1172 

FC3180 1169 

FA7485 1156 

1808980 1153 

204A21A 1134 

006M20A 1122 

048a21a 1117 

032M20A 1116 

002B21A 1094 

021B21A 1092 

003A21A 1077 

FC3181 1073 

FC3183 1067 

1805025 1062 

037A21B 1049 

027B21A 1040 

EK4176 1032 

019B21A 1031 

020B21A 1030 

026B21A 1019 

031B21A 1016 

007C21A 1014 

025B21A 1014 

040B21A 1008 

002c21a 1003 
v 


